Mollon PRO Professional means French technology, quality and style. In creating professional nail decoration and nail care products we use modern technological solutions, as well as quality and innovation trends in cosmetics. The inspiration behind Mollon PRO is to create with passion, while caring about a woman’s beauty and style.
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www.mollonpro.com
NAIL LACQUER

HARDENING NAIL LACQUER
The Mollon Pro Nail Lacquer line consists of a collection of very durable, quick-drying nail lacquers. The lacquer formula is enriched with hardener that extends lacquer durability up to 7 days. High quality components ensure ideal consistency of lacquer. Professional brush perfectly spreads nail polish on the nail plate. Does not create streaks. To increase the nail polish durability use Base Coat Nail Repair, then two layers of Nail Lacquer and Top Coat Quick Dryer. 3Free — free from toluene, formaldehyde and DBP.

EXPRESS DRY GLOSS EFFECT
For fast-drying nail polish. It speeds up the nail polish drying process and reduces manicure time considerably. The carefully chosen ingredients also ensure a superb, shining finish.

NAIL LACQUER PREPARATIONS

BASE COAT NAIL REPAIR
HARDENING BASE COAT
The product makes the nails harder, at the same time leaving them elastic and flexible. Its formula has been developed to stimulate growth of natural nails. Methionine integrated in its formula quickly and effectively hardens the brittle, fragile and splitting nail plate and prepares it for the next steps of manicure. Additionally, UV filters protect nails against damaging effects of sun radiation. Increases adhesion of lacquer to nails.

TOP COAT QUICK DRYER
QUICK DRYING TOP COAT
Very resistant top coat which dries very quickly after application. It forms on the nail plate a hard, smooth, non-yellowing and luxurious sheen layer which emphasizes intensive colour of the polish. The top coat ensures better chip and wear resistance of the nail enamel. The coated surface does not get scratched and therefore does not become matt. It does not change colour under the influence of weather conditions or UV radiation.
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NAIL LACQUER
SPECIAL EFFECT PREPARATIONS

TOP COAT
MATT LACQUER

MATT EFFECT SURFACE POLISH
Surface Polish with a delicate white colour. It makes the nail surface completely matte. One coat of polish is enough to obtain the matt effect. It prevents nail polish from chipping off.

TOP COAT
POWER SHINE

SHINE EFFECT SURFACE POLISH
Power Shine Top Coat protects and strengthens nails, giving them an exquisite shine. The non-yellowing and UV protection formula protects the colour from yellowing, matting and discoloration. Quick-dry nail polish increases nail polish durability to several days. You can apply Power Shine to refresh the nail polish or increase its shine.

TOP COAT
UV PROTECTION

UV SURFACE POLISH
Surface polish with a delicate purple colour. When applied directly onto the nail plate, it protects the nails against discoloration, making them shine beautifully. When Top Coat is applied onto a coat of coloured nail polish, it extends its durability and chipping resistance and also slightly changes its shade. It contains UV filters which protect coloured polish against discoloration.
SAND LACQUER
NAIL LACQUER WITH SAND EFFECT

Using new technology, Sand Lacquer fingernail polish is made to produce a sandy texture effect on your nails. The special composition of ingredients, its optimum opacity and density give nails a very original satin look. The polish has both matte and shiny particles of sand’s fine texture. The full effect of the Sand Lacquer Nail Polish is obtained once the paint is completely dry. Sand Lacquer is recommended for natural, gel and acrylic nails, and can be applied to the nail, or on any part thereof.

**COLOUR CHART**

![Colours and Bottles]

**Sand Lacquer Manicure STEP BY STEP:**

1. File and shape your nails.
2. Apply Cuticle Remover Gel Fast with a wooden cuticle stick, then remove it.
3. Apply hardening primer Nail Base Coat Repair; wait about 1 minute.
4. Apply Sand Lacquer color of your choice; wait about 1 minute.
5. Apply a second coat of the same color.
6. Wait about 10-15 minutes. During drying, Sand Lacquer Nail Polish will give you the desired effect.
7. Effect: originally styled nails, both satiny and finely textured sand grains.
8. Removing Sand Lacquer: Apply Nail Lacquer Remover Hydrolatance nail polish remover to a cotton ball, then keep it on the nail for 20-30 seconds. Stroke in the direction of the free end of the nail. Wipe each nail clean with a cotton ball.
NAIL THERAPY RÉGÉNÉRÉE
REGENERATING NAIL THERAPY

Professional therapy that effectively rebuilds and strengthens the natural structure of the nail plate with a smoothing, shining effect. Designed for soft, brittle nails with a tendency to split. The outstanding effectiveness of treatment is due to its deep action on the stratum corneum (horned layer) of the nail.

The active ingredients in this preparation are strongly regenerative, restoring the biological balance of the nail, strengthening and renewing its structure. They quickly restore the natural elasticity and flexibility of the nail plates, sealing, smoothing, and hardening them as well as stimulating nail growth. Comprehensive use of the two products assures their effectiveness and maximum benefit from therapy.

To quickly strengthen nail plates, use for a period of one week. In order to ensure a full regenerative cure, use for four weeks. The therapy is designed for natural nail plates.

EFFECTS of using Régénérée Nail Therapy:

- Smooth, naturally flexible.
- Levelled and smoothed.
- Harder and longer.
- Resistant to breaking and cracking.
- No splitting.
- Healthy and beautiful.
- Long-lasting manicure.

Régénérée Nail Therapy STEP BY STEP:

1. File and shape your nails.
2. Push back skin with a wooden stick with the help of Cuticle Remover Ultra Fast Gel, then remove it.
3. Apply No. 1 Smooth & Strong Regenerating Base Coat and wait about 1 minute. Then apply No. 2 Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat. Drying time is about 3 minutes.
4. For the next six days, apply only No. 2 Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat. Drying time is about 3 minutes.
5. Seven days after application, saturate a cotton ball with Nail Lacquer Remover Hydrobalance nail polish remover and remove all of the layers.
6. Quick strengthening of nails after only 7 days of treatment! In order to ensure a full regenerative cure, use for 4 weeks.
RÉGÉNÉRÉE
Nail Therapy

SMOOTH & STRONG
REGENERATING BASE COAT

1

2

STRONG & GLOSS
REGENERATING TOP COAT

PROFESSIONAL FORMULA
EVENS AND HARDENS
THE NAIL PLATE.
The ingredients of the preparation fill in furrows and uneven spots, make up for deficiencies and harden nails. The special formula contains microfibres and fillers to seal off macro- and microdamage, preventing cracking and delamination and binding split ends. The product actively assists penetration of the ingredients of No. 2 - Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat.

PROFESSIONAL FORMULA
COMPREHENSIVELY STRENGTHENS AND REGENERATES THE NATURAL STRUCTURE OF THE NAIL PLATE.
The active ingredients in this preparation intensively nourish the nail, stimulate its natural growth, flexibility and elasticity, and restore, enhance and protect its structure, preventing delamination and splitting. Fights bacteria. Reinforces the natural nail colour and adds shine.

HOW TO USE:

STEP 1
1 Apply No. 1 Smooth & Strong Regenerating Base Coat to the natural plate only and leave until the formation of a matte coating on the nails (drying time about 1 minute).

STEP 2
2 Then, apply No. 2 Strong & Regenerating Gloss Top Coat (drying time about 3 minutes).

For the next six days use only No. 2 Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat. Every week, wash off all the layers, check the results and continue the therapy by repeating the application. To quickly strengthen nail plates, use for 1 week. In order to ensure a full regenerative cure, use for 4 weeks.

HOW TO USE RÉGÉNÉRÉE NAIL THERAPY WITH COLOURED LACQUER:

- Apply No. 1 Smooth & Strong Regenerating Base Coat and wait about 1 minute.
- Apply one or two layers of coloured lacquer.
- Then apply No. 2 Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat. Drying time is about 3 minutes.
- For the next six days apply only No. 2 Strong & Gloss Regenerating Top Coat. Drying time is about 3 minutes.
- Every week, wash off all the layers, check the results and continue the therapy by repeating the application.

The therapy improves lacquer adhesion and prevents chipping, flaking and abrasion.
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**NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS**

**EXPRESS REPAIR**

*FAST-ACTING NAIL STRENGTHENER*

Express Repair hardens brittle and break-prone nails.

The strengthening properties of silk - a treatment for break-prone and discoloured nails. The long-lasting, silk fibres create a protective web which regenerates the nail plate. Used regularly, Mollon Express Repair improves nail condition.

**Effect:** Restructured, flexible, shining nails.

**SMOOTH FINISH**

*SMOOTHING PREPARATION*

Smooth Finish evens ridged nails. The smoothness and strength of silicones - Mollon Smooth Finish evens and smoothes ridged nail plates, leaving the nails sleek and shining.

**Effect:** Ideally smooth and shining nails.

**WHITENING BASE**

*WHITENING PREPARATION*

Whitening Base, for discoloured nails. Natural coloured nails, thanks to a special biological formula - Mollon Whitening Base, a unique formula for neutralising yellowed and matte nails, optically eliminates discoloration and gives the nail plate a healthy appearance. Works immediately on application.

**Effect:** Discolouration disappears, leaving the nails with a healthy, fresh and natural look.

**DIAMOND BASE**

*INTENSIVE HARDENER*

Diamond Base intensive hardener - for all nail types. The strength and shine of diamonds - Mollon Diamond Base improves nail varnish quality and gives a longer-lasting finish, providing an ideal shield against the action of external factors and leaving a protective layer on the nail plate.

**Effect:** Longer, stronger and harder nails.

**SPECIAL OIL WITH HEATHER**

*REGENERATING TREATMENT*

A conditioning oil for nails and cuticles. The regenerative power of heather - Mollon Special Oil with Heather is recommended for the daily treatment for dry nails and cuticles.

**Effect:** Softens the cuticle and moisturises the nails, leaving them more flexible.

**CUTICLE OIL MOISTURIZING REPAIR**

*MOISTURIZING REPAIR OIL SERUM*

The oil provides deep moisturising and lubrication to the cuticle and nail plate. It contains a blend of oils specially selected for their softening properties; sweet almond oil for its moisturising and softening action and wheat germ oil for its conditioning properties and vitamin A and E content.

**Effect:** Nourished and moisturized nails and cuticle.
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